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Explicit teaching of visualisation to a whole class of Prep children 

will improve listening comprehension in students with low 

records of oral language. 
 

Teaching Unit          

 

Introduction   (note: any simple object can be used instead of a beach towel) 

Do you all use a beach towel when you go to the beach? 

Can you picture your beach towel? 

Can you tell me what your beach towel looks like? 

(get some descriptions)  

When we put a picture of something in our minds it is called ‘visualising.’  

It is easier to remember and understand what we listen to or read when we put a picture in 

our minds of what we are hearing.  

 

Resources: towel/other objects/two minute timer/paper and pencils (coloured or lead)/prompt 

cards/picture books: Grandpa and Thomas and the Green Umbrella, Cat and Fish, pictures of 

people/places/actions/family events/ Pre made blank book.  

 Session 1 Session 2 Time 

Resources  Towel  

Paper  

Coloured pencils 

 

  

 

Recall/Review 

Focus:  

Introduce visualising skill 

and describe.  

Introduce the concept of 

visualisation - creating a 

picture in your head. 

 

Ask children to try again to 

‘see’ their beach towel in their 

minds.  

 

Talk about keeping the picture 

in your mind and bringing it 

back again and again.  

 

Ask students to recall the 

name of the new skill we 

learned the previous day.  

Ask students to practise 

visualising the towel once 

again and try to bring the 

picture back.  

Teacher draws student’ 

suggestions on the board. 

 Add to picture with students 

help as each student recalls 

more detail or agrees or 

disagrees with other students.  

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

Model  

 

Introduce a towel and 

describe its features. Include 

shape colour and design. 

Invite students to join you in 

describing the features of the 

beach towel. 

Teacher models the same 

procedure with another 

object which is slightly 

more complex in detail.  

Teacher verbalises the 

picture in their head as the 
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Explain to students that you 

are going to look at the beach 

towel once again and then 

close your eyes to try to put 

the picture in your mind.  

  

Ask students to try to do the 

same.  

students observe the 

object. Draw the picture 

on the white board and 

verbalise the inclusion of 

all details such as shape, 

colour and design.  

Ask students to try to do the 

same. 

10 – 15  

Move beach towel out of sight 

and ask students to close their 

eyes and visualise (put a 

picture in their mind) of the 

towel.  

Ask students to draw the 

towel including as much 

detail as they can.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidate  

Students return to the group to 

view the towel and compare 

their pictures. 

Teacher selects 1 or 2 students 

to share their comparison. 

(preferably students with a 

high level of expressive 

language) 

Invite students to move into 

pairs and follow the same 

process.  

Teacher gives each pair of 

students a new object (such as 

a patterned ball, 2/3 D shape 

or simple utensil like a 

drinking cup or fork) to hold 

and describe to a friend.  

Picture details such as its 

shape, colour, and design. Try 

to include all details in your 

mind as you make a picture.   

Students are asked to put the 

object behind one person 

back. 

In partners, both draw what 

you visualise. Try to include 

all details. Compare your 

pictures to the object. 

Try this again with a new 

object. Follow the same 

procedure and compare.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15 - 20 

 

Evaluate 

Review the name of the new 

skill we have learned and 

explain why we use it, with 

teacher prompts if necessary.  

Recall the name of the new 

skill used today and discuss 

what was easy or difficult 

about visualising the object.   

 

5 
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 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6 

 

Recall/Review 

 

Recall objects 

from session 2 

and attempt to 

visualise and 

describe them.  

Recall characters 

from previous 

session.  

 

Using WHO cue 

card prompt 

students attempt 

to visualise one 

of the characters 

from the 

previous session. 

Recall places 

from previous 

session.  

 

Using WHERE 

cue card, prompt 

students attempt 

to visualise one 

of the places 

from the 

previous session. 

Recall characters 

from previous 

session.  

 

Using WHAT cue 

card, prompt 

students attempt to 

visualise one of 

the actions from 

the previous 

session. 

 

 

 

Presentation 

of new 

learning 

 

Intro cue card 

WHO and use 

with visual image 

of a person. 

(enlarged 

coloured clip art 

photo or cartoon) 

 

 

 

Explain that we 

are going to learn 

to visualise just 

the WHO part 

today and the cue 

card is to remind 

us to think about 

and visualise 

WHO is in a 

story.  

 

Intro cue card 

WHERE and use 

with visual 

image of a place. 

(enlarged 

coloured clip art 

photo or cartoon) 

 

 

 

Explain that we 

are going to learn 

to visualise just 

the WHERE part 

today and the cue 

card is to remind 

us to think about 

and visualise 

WHERE the 

story is 

happening.  

 

Intro cue card 

WHAT (action) 

and use with 

visual image of a 

person engaged 

in an action. 

(enlarged 

coloured clip art 

photo or cartoon) 

 

 

Explain that we 

are going to learn 

to visualise just 

the WHAT part 

today and the cue 

card is to remind 

us to think about 

and visualise 

WHAT is 

happening in the 

story.  

 

Intro final cue card 

PUT PIECES 

TOGETHER  and 

use with visual 

image of a picture 

that includes all four 

aspects such as 

family park or beach 

scene(ask children 

to include detail 

related to each 

previous prompt)  

 

Explain that we 

are going to learn 

to PUT PIECES 

TOGETHER 

today and the cue 

card is to remind 

us to think about 

and visualise all of 

the parts of the 

picture together.  
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Model  

 

 

 

Teacher discusses 

the details of a 

character using 

an enlarged photo 

similar to those 

the children will 

use.  

Teacher holds up 

WHO prompt and 

closes his/her 

eyes to model 

visualising the 

WHO and 

describing details 

of character.  

 

Draw on 

whiteboard and 

discuss 

similarities and 

differences.  

Teacher 

discusses the 

details of the 

place using an 

enlarged photo 

similar to those 

the children will 

use.  

Teacher holds up 

WHERE prompt 

and closes 

his/her eyes to 

model 

visualising the 

WHERE. 

 

Draw on 

whiteboard and 

discuss 

similarities and 

differences. 

Teacher names 

the action 

depicted on an 

enlarged photo 

similar to those 

the children will 

use.  

Teacher holds up 

WHAT prompt 

and closes 

his/her eyes to 

model visualising 

the WHAT. 

 

Teacher acts out 

action and selects 

children to 

attempt to 

visualise and 

copy.  

With support 

children identify 

differences 

between teacher 

and child attempt 

and another child 

tries again.   

Teacher discusses 

the details of a 

character using an 

enlarged photo 

similar to those the 

children will use.  

Teacher holds up 

PUT THE PIECES 

TOGETHER 

prompt and closes 

his/her eyes to 

model visualising 

the whole picture.  

 

 

 

Draw on 

whiteboard and 

discuss similarities 

and differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidate 

Hand out pictures 

of characters: 1 

between 2 

 

In partners 

students discuss 

characteristics of 

the person such 

as hair colour and 

face shape.  

 

 

 

Students are 

shown prompt 

card again and 

asked to visualise 

the person/face 

they have. 

Students return to 

tables to draw 

picture of visual 

Hand out 

pictures of 

places: 1 

between 2 

 

In partners 

students discuss 

details of the 

place such as 

what is in the 

picture, ( a park 

may have 

benches, trees, 

playground 

equipment)  

 

Students are 

shown prompt 

card again and 

asked to visualise 

the place they 

have. 

Hand out 

pictures of 

actions: 1 

between 2 

 

In partners 

students observe 

simple picture of 

actions. 

  

 

 

 

Students are 

shown prompt 

card again and 

asked to visualise 

the action they 

have.  

In turn each 

partner tries to 

model/act the 

Hand out pictures 

of family outings: 

1 between 2  

 

In partners 

students discuss 

what they see in 

the picture 

including all 

details introduced 

from previous 

three sessions.  

 

Students are 

shown prompt card 

again and asked to 

try to include the 

who/where and 

what of the picture 

and put the pieces 

together.  

Students return to 

tables to draw 
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image. (use a two 

minute timer to 

keep drawing 

component brief) 

Students return to 

partner to 

describe their 

drawing of the 

shared picture.  

 

(teacher observes 

students to identify 

and make note of any 

students having 

difficulty) 

 

 

Students compare 

with each other 

and then with the 

picture and 

discuss details 

left out.  

 

Students return 

to tables to draw 

picture of visual 

image. (use a two 

minute timer to 

keep drawing 

component brief) 

Students return 

to partner to 

describe their 

drawing of the 

shared picture.  

(teacher observes 

students to identify 

and make note of 

any students having 

difficulty) 

Students 

compare with 

each other and 

then with the 

picture and 

discuss details 

left out.  

action from the 

card. The other 

partner tries to 

visualise their 

action and then 

repeat it.  

(students repeat 

this task until 

their partner 

identifies that 

they have got it 

right)(use a two 

minute timer to 

keep drawing 

component brief) 

 

 

(teacher observes 

students to identify 

and make note of 

any students having 

difficulty) 

 

 

picture of visual 

image. (use a two 

minute timer to 

keep drawing 

component brief) 

Students return to 

partner to describe 

their drawing of 

the shared picture. 

Students compare 

with each other 

and then with the 

picture and discuss 

details left out.  

 

Review  
Students reflect 

on their 

experience using 

the WHO card.  

 

 

Did this help 

them to visualise.  

Discuss.  

Students reflect 

on their 

experience using 

the WHERE 

card.  

 

Did this help 

them to visualise.  

Discuss.  

Students reflect 

on their 

experience using 

the WHAT card.  

(Reflect on 

difficulties of the 

task) 

 

Did this help 

them to visualise.  

Discuss.  

Students reflect on 

their experience 

using the PUT 

THE PIECES 

TOGETHER card.  

 

 

Did this help them 

to visualise.  

Discuss.  
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 Session 7 Session 8 Session 9 Session 10 

 

Recall/ 

Review 

 

Review each prompt: 

WHO/WHERE/WHAT

/PUT THE PIECES 

TOGETHER 

Children try to visualise 

one of each of these 

from the previous 

session.  

 

Review each prompt: 

WHO/WHERE/WHAT

/PUT THE PIECES 

TOGETHER 

Ask students to try to 

bring back the picture 

in their mind from the 

sentence they heard in 

the previous session.  

 

Ask one or two students 

to recall from their 

picture in their mind 

what they remember.  

Review each prompt: 

WHO/WHERE/WHAT

/PUT THE PIECES 

TOGETHER 

Ask students to try to 

bring back the picture 

in their mind from the 

sentence they heard in 

the previous session.  

 

Ask one or two students 

to recall from their 

picture in their mind 

what they remember.  

Review excerpts from 

previous lesson and 

try to visualise the 

sentences. Describe.  

Teacher listens for use 

of who where what 

detail in descriptions. 

Ask what students are 

doing to help 

themselves understand 

and remember the 

story.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidate 

Explain that now we are 

going to try to use what 

we have learned about 

visualising to try to 

visualise not what we 

see but what we hear.  

 

Read a simple sentence 

that includes (1 action) 

and involves the 

visualisation of all three 

prompts… 

WHO/WHERE/WHAT   

Grandpa and Thomas 

went to the beach. 

…(adapted from 

Grandpa and Thomas 

and the green umbrella) 

Teacher models to 

students the use of the 

visualising strategy and 

verbalises what he/she 

sees.  

Ask students to close 

their  eyes and visualise  

 

 

 

Explain that today we 

will do the same thing 

as we did yesterday and 

try to visualise what we 

hear but the sentence 

will be longer.  

 

Tell children that they 

will need to listen very 

carefully to hear all of 

the parts of the 

sentence.  

Ask children to close 

their eyes and try to 

visualise this time while 

the sentence is being 

read.  

Read a sentence that 

includes (2 actions) and 

involves the 

visualisation of all three 

prompts… 

WHO/WHERE/WHAT 

Grandpa and Thomas 

spread out the big 

picnic rug and put up 

the green umbrella in 

the sand.  

…(adapted from 

Grandpa and Thomas 

Explain that today we 

will listen to a part of 

the story and use what 

we have learned about 

visualising to create the 

pictures in our mind.  

 

Tell the children you 

are not going to remind 

them of the different 

parts of visualising. 

You want them to put 

the whole picture 

together as they listen 

to the sentences.  

 

Read excerpts from 

Pamela Allen’s 

Grandpa and Thomas 

and the green umbrella 

(2 pages) without 

access to illustrations. 

(wait between each 

sentence allowing 

children time to 

visualise ) 

 

 

 

Explain that we will 

practise using 

visualisation to retell a 

story that we are 

going to listen to.  

Intro and discuss 

cover of Cat and Fish.  

Read 3 pages from the 

story without 

illustrations, stop at 

the end of each page 

to give students time 

to ‘visualise’ read to 

the end.   

 

Return to text and 

reread page by 

page.(this text is 

unseen by the 

students) 

 Using a pre prepared 

format (big book with 

blank pages) ask 

selected children to 

describe each page 

from their visual 

image as teacher 

scribes. Children then 

individually draw a 

quick picture to match 
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Using two minute timer 

students return to tables 

and draw individual 

pictures (include detail 

related to each 

prompt)/describe to 

partner and compare 

similarities and 

differences between 

pictures.  

 

 

 

 

 

Return to the large 

group and listen again 

to the sentence: 

Grandpa and Thomas 

went to the Beach. 

Teacher introduces the 

original picture and 

explains that this is the 

illustrator’s visual 

image of the sentence.  

(children are 

introduced to this 

picture for the first 

time)  

Compare their pictures 

to the original picture 

from the book which 

matches the sentence. 

 

and the green umbrella) 

 

 

Ask students to close 

their  eyes and visualise  

Using two minute timer 

students return to tables 

and draw individual 

pictures (include detail 

related to each 

prompt)/describe to 

partner and compare 

similarities and 

differences between 

pictures.  

Return to the large 

group and listen again 

to the sentence: 

Grandpa and Thomas 

went to the Beach. 

Teacher introduces the 

original picture and 

explains that this is the 

illustrator’s visual 

image of the sentence.  

 (children are 

introduced to this 

picture for the first 

time)  

Compare their pictures 

to the original picture 

from the book which 

matches the sentence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children draw 2 

sequence of events 

(include detail related 

to each prompt in each 

box)   

 

 

 

 

Return to the large 

group and listen again 

to the excerpts: 

Grandpa and Thomas 

went to the Beach. 

Teacher introduces the 

original pictures and 

explains that this is the 

illustrator’s visual 

image of the sentence. 

(children are 

introduced to this 

picture for the first 

time) Compare their 

pictures to the original 

picture from the book 

which matches the 

sentences.  

 

the each page of the 

text.  (use timer here 

and only black and 

white colours)  

Students return to the 

whole group and 

selected students are 

asked to share their 

drawing.  

As a class, children 

select which picture 

best describes the 

sentence which 

includes all details 

from prompt cards.  

 

 

Repeat this for each 

page.  

 

 

 

Review 

Children reflect on their 

visual image of the 

sentence.  

Ask children to identify 

whether they needed to 

do anything differently 

today to what they did 

yesterday.  

Children reflect on their 

visual image of the 

sentence.  

Ask children to identify 

whether they needed to 

do anything differently 

today to what they did 

yesterday. 

 

 

Selected students share 

how well they have 

used the visualisation 

strategy. 

 

Selected students 

share how well they 

have used the 

visualisation strategy. 

Students briefly share 

other times when they 

can use the 

visualisation strategy.  
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Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your 
head of who is in the head of who is in the head of who is in the head of who is in the 

story.story.story.story.    
 

  WHO? 
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Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your 

head of where the head of where the head of where the head of where the 
story is happening.story is happening.story is happening.story is happening.    

WHERE? 
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Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your Put a picture in your 

head of what is head of what is head of what is head of what is 
happening.happening.happening.happening.    

WHAT? 
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`   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now put all of the Now put all of the Now put all of the Now put all of the 

pictures together inpictures together inpictures together inpictures together in    

your head to tell a story.your head to tell a story.your head to tell a story.your head to tell a story.    
 

 


